Press release
Comité de soutien à Antoine Deltour
LuxLeaks, verdict of the 2nd appeal trial

Épinal, 15 May 2018,

On Tuesday 15 May at 3 pm, the Luxembourg Court of Appeal released its judgment on
the second appeal trial for the whistleblower Antoine Deltour. This trial, the only hearing
of which was held on 27 March, followed Antoine’s victory before the Court of Cassation,
which, on 11 January, quashed the previous sentence of 6 months suspended prison and
1,500 euros fine.
Today, the Court of Appeal has fully recognized Antoine Deltour as a whistleblower within
the meaning of the European Court of Human Rights. Antoine is therefore fully acquitted
on all charges concerning the copying and use of the LuxLeaks documents.
This second appeal trial was also intended to judge an anecdotal part of the case: like
many employees on departure, Antoine copied internal training documents. It is when
looking for these slideshows that he found the tax rulings at the origin of the LuxLeaks.
He never used or communicated these training documents. For these facts, the Court of
Appeal records the breach of law, but decides to withhold the sentence. It is the best result
possible, so it’s an undeniable victory! The acquittal of the LuxLeaks case –which was the
real issue at stake in this trial– will comfort any citizen witnessing ethically reprehensible
practices and who would decide to also blow the whistle.
Antoine Deltour has expressed his “immense gratitude to the many people and
organizations who supported [him] in this ordeal and without whom [he] would not have
been able to lead this fight. While [he has] been fortunate enough to have broad support,
many less visible whistleblowers experience great difficulties”. A more protective legal
framework is therefore essential. The draft European directive for the protection of
whistleblowers is an encouraging signal!
Beyond his personal case, Antoine is aware that his trial has helped the European public
debate on tax justice, whistleblowers’ protection and freedom of information to advance.
In a context where tax evasion remains a scourge in Europe and worldwide, informing
citizens is an essential prerequisite for real change. Antoine Deltour wishes “a happy

outcome for the two co-defendants in the LuxLeaks case, Édouard Perrin and Raphaël
Halet, whose judicial journey is not over”.
The General Assembly for the dissolution of the support committee to Antoine Deltour
will be held on Friday June 15th at 8pm at the Léo Lagrange centre in Épinal.
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